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 Each puzzle has a unique fun and entertaining topic, so you’ll never get bored, and the book comes filled
with: 101 Themed Puzzles 18x18 Grid 30 Phrase list to find per puzzle OVER 3,000 UNIQUE terms to find
8. Also, they are best for the older era, assisting to keep their minds sharp and active for much longer.5" x
11" size and is perfect for those with poorer eyesight too. Would you like something that will occupy your
brain, maintain its sharpness and maintain you thinking? Now, with 101 Phrase Find Puzzles you have
another fascinating book, crammed filled with phrase search puzzles which keeps you occupied for
DAYS!Do you enjoy word search puzzles?5" x 11" book Solutions included behind the book This high-
quality paperback comes in an 8. Word search puzzles are great for helping with concentration, expanding
vocabulary and developing your IQ. Obtain your copy of 101 Term Find Puzzles today! Excite your mind
with the huge array of puzzles while learning and upping your vocabulary at the same time.
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Good buy. Makes me make use of my brain I've bought Volumes 1 and 2 and will continue to purchase
more.101 Term Find Puzzles The book is in excellent condition. Item as described Three Stars Ok Five Stars
fun Five Stars Lots of fun. The binding is strong and the puzzles are printed clearly, easy to read and just the
right challenge for me to resolve.
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